
Final phase 
 
 
 
There are no westerner notes for this work, only a sequence of photographs and Autocad drawings 
 
There were three rows of Kv's 7, 8 and 9.  7 and 8 were dug first and then extended -ve into 9.  Each row 
was labelled c, d, e, f, from north to south. Possibly, these were labelled 7, 8, 9 after Kv’s 7a & b and 8a & 
b in the BTC trench 
 
If so was the position of the trench in line with 7,8,9? rather than as shown on the drawings lined 
with 5a, 5 and 6.  In reality, it probably was as Dick has drawn it , but the IoAE may fondly imagine that 
every thing is nicely lined up in this wicked world. 
 
Is Chris's deeply stratified charcoal visible in photographs in Kv 7c on 20th Oct next to the edge 
of the trench? 
 
There seem to be no plans of the final excavated structures.  Dick's drawings cover all Kv's 7 & 8, but 
have a spiky thing outside the trench to the north that does not match up with any of the photos, this may 
have come from the BTC work I will have to check on it.  I'm looking at photo rectification software to 
come up with acceptable drawings. 
 
BTC KV1a had a cache of chert blades and also a bronze knife blade, according to the  photographs, all 
seem to be dated to the appropriate period on the images, so may be this is part of the medieval that 
seems to happen a bit at 438 (or is it the knife blade found at SCP 431 grave 6 that appears to have no 
photo) 
 
The sample list shows charcoal samples with the location in row 10 (10e x 3 samples, 10d x 1 sample), 
were rows 7, 8, and 9 the original area and then it was extended to cover an additional 1 row for 10? 
 
 
There is a medieval glazed bowl in a folder for BTC KV5, I guess from the dates that this is high up in the 
deposits. 
 
The autocad drawing shows the latest version of the site, with my layer showing the names and numbers 
of Kv’s. 


